Atomic resolution structures of bacteriorhodopsin photocycle intermediates: the role of discrete water molecules in the function of this light-driven ion pump.
High-resolution X-ray crystallographic studies of bacteriorhodopsin have tremendously advanced our understanding of this light-driven ion pump during the last 2 years, and emphasized the crucial role of discrete internal water molecules in the pump cycle. In the extracellular region an extensive three-dimensional hydrogen-bonded network of protein residues and seven water molecules leads from the buried retinal Schiff base via water 402 and the initial proton acceptor Asp85 to the membrane surface. Near Lys216 where the retinal binds, transmembrane helix G contains a pi-bulge that causes a non-proline kink. The bulge is stabilized by hydrogen bonding of the main chain carbonyl groups of Ala215 and Lys216 with two buried water molecules located in the otherwise very hydrophobic region between the Schiff base and the proton donor Asp96 in the cytoplasmic region. The M intermediate trapped in the D96N mutant corresponds to a late M state in the transport cycle, after protonation of Asp85 and release of a proton to the extracellular membrane surface, but before reprotonation of the deprotonated retinal Schiff base. The M intermediate from the E204Q mutant corresponds to an earlier M, as in this mutant the Schiff base deprotonates without proton release. The structures of these two M states reveal progressive displacements of the retinal, main chain and side chains induced by photoisomerization of the retinal to 13-cis,15-anti, and an extensive rearrangement of the three-dimensional network of hydrogen-bonded residues and bound water that accounts for the changed pK(a)s of the Schiff base, Asp85, the proton release group and Asp96. The structure for the M state from E204Q suggests, moreover, that relaxation of the steric conflicts of the distorted 13-cis,15-anti retinal plays a critical role in the reprotonation of the Schiff base by Asp96. Two additional waters now connect Asp96 to the carbonyl of residue 216, in what appears to be the beginning of a hydrogen-bonded chain that would later extend to the retinal Schiff base. Based on the ground state and M intermediate structures, models of the molecular events in the early part of the photocycle are presented, including a novel model which proposes that bacteriorhodopsin pumps hydroxide (OH(-)) ions from the extracellular to the cytoplasmic side.